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ConnexPoint Debuts for 2018-2019 School Year,
Transforming Payment and Reconciliation Processes
Cloud-based payment platform provides a single-merchant agreement, connects
seamlessly to any software provider, consolidates reconciliation in less than 10
minutes, and provides funding within 48 hours

(Minneapolis, MN – July 18, 2018) – Connexeo Inc., a global software and payments provider
serving education and community organizations, has introduced ConnexPoint™, an innovative
payment platform that improves workflows and provides seamless software integration for
schools, community organizations, adult education, and municipalities. ConnexPoint integrates
easily to any system requiring payment collection such as food service, athletics, arts, events,
child care, or registration, allowing parents and students to complete purchases from one
central account. For finance and administration departments, ConnexPoint reduces accounting
burdens, shortens and consolidates reconciliation, and increases the speed for funds collected.

“Connexeo's goal is to innovate software technology in our industry and simplify
administrative workstreams for our clients. ConnexPoint delivers a cost-effective, simple
technology

with

single-point,

single-merchant

payment

processing

and

consolidated

reconciliation in a cloud-based environment," said Charlie Piper, Connexeo’s Chief Executive
Officer. "Organizations of all sizes will benefit from the easy automation that connects all
payment channels at one point.”

Schools and community groups typically rely on multiple software systems where payments are
made. In most cases, each system employs its own payment processing platform, which can
create complex accounting issues, increase time and cost, and multiply the number of steps and
potential for error in the reconciliation process needed for each disparate platform.
ConnexPoint's ability to provide an easy-to-use and cost-effective payment platform with a
single-merchant account is especially important for smaller entities that may not require a fully
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integrated, more sophisticated web store format or may not have the internal accounting staff to
support multiple, manual reconciliations across platforms.

“Streamlining and automating our accounting function is paramount for every entity, especially
schools. We believe a cashless system improves internal controls, speeds reconciliation, and
ensures accuracy,” noted Justin Petrone, Account Services Director, Boulder Valley School
District, CO. “The ConnexPoint platform debut is perfect timing for our 2018-19 school year.”

With ConnexPoint, schools and community groups of all sizes can:
•

Enable a simple, seamless, turnkey API integration to any third-party software where
payment transactions are needed.

•

Funnel transactions through one merchant account for consolidated reporting and
reconciliation, available within 10 minutes and funded within 48 hours.

•

Setup and access the self-service payment platform with no startup, integration, minimum,
or maintenance fees required.

Learn more at www.connexpoint.com.

About Connexeo
Connexeo’s education management software and payment solutions enhance system
performance, reduce administrative time and cost, and improve revenues. The organizations
and communities we serve receive the strategic advantage of work simplification, which allows
our clients to focus on their service passions.
Education and enrichment providers may request a demo or explore industry blogs that outline
trends, insights, and tips. Learn more at www.connexeo.com.
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